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Half of all candidates show for debates

At-Large Senator

BY MICAH MCLAUGHLIN

Only two of the 23 candidates for the eight Associate Student of Boise State University senator-at-large seats attended the debate last Tuesday in the Student Union Building.

The two who attended were Craig Scudder, representing business and economics, and Isaac Moffett, running for the ASBSU Senate seat in the College of Education.

"This is definitely a low turnout," Scholar said. "Traditionally, we expect at least half of the candidates to attend a contested race."

"All of the candidates will need to win up to 40 percent of the vote in order to win. If they want to get their name out, they need to show their support," he said.

"Maybe the other candidates didn't know about this debate, which is their fault," Shank said. "We didn't know about this debate either."

The debate itself was limited to the few who attended. Only 10 percent of the BSU student body voted in the last ASBSU election.

The students answered questions about what their thoughts were on the grading system at BSU and what they would change if they had the opportunity.

One particular question that the students answered was "What do you think the change will have on the atmosphere of the campus?"

"It's a finer tool for the assessment of student performance," said Brandon Stoker, running for the ASBSU Senate seat in the College of Education. "Aresolution passed by Associated Student Senators states that the plus/minus grading system would be introduced to students."

"This is definitely a low turn out at the sea of students studying for the final exams," he said. "One particular question that the candidates also felt was that free speech was an essential component of open expressions of ideas as long as it was in the best interest of student safety."

"I'd like to see more students vote," said VaLa's Clark, running for ASBSU vice president and senator.

"Less than 10 percent of the BSU population voted in the last ASBSU election."

"From the perspective of the student government elections inside this issue, the Senate-versed students were on legislation passed by the Senate."}

College Senator

BY EMILY POITEVIN

"Overall, our perception as faculty with this system is that it is certainly not to punish students. A resolution was passed by the Faculty Senate, which is..." University."
Next summer, you can earn over $40,000
Plus, $150 - $400 per month in residual Income for the next 10-20 years!
If you have ever considered selling home security systems, you have to talk to us! We can show you how to sell, service and follow up on the systems you sell!

$35000
Bryce Driver
from BVU, UVSC, BVU Idaho, and other schools have already joined our team!

$40,000
Ann Morrison
$10,100
Hut

In 4 months
$43,600
Free dinner info meeting.

Do you have what it takes to succeed? To earn a six-figure income working part-time, all you need to do is take a few classes and call us. Our training is hands-on and includes all the tools you need to be successful.

Info: Call
818-318-4250

What's the catch? There's none. Our products and services are in high demand, and we have a proven track record of helping our agents earn six figures or more in their first year.

Yes, we had a wonderful stay
After checking into the Black Horse Inn in Taunton, England, our maximally overweight couple spent the afternoon in the bar, then went up to their room where they got into the shower and proceeded to make us feel as if we were strangers invading their own territory.

We are not honorable men?
After a longсимmering feud, two men in Logan, Utah, agreed to meet in a parking lot right before "sun- set." But, in a flagrant violation of the agreement, one of them brought two other guys with him. The three adversaries then tried to set paint thinner, which he threw at his three adversaries, then tried to set them on fire.

Congress expected to seek veto over foreign takeovers
WASHINGTON - Republicans and Democrats hope the House will act to overturn presidential vetoes of legislation to block foreign takeovers of American companies. Two bills that would require buyers of American companies to make investments or acquisitions overseas to meet certain criteria were vetoed by the Senate last week.

Congressman Howard Berman, D-La., and Sens. Robert Dole, R-Kan., and Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., are expected to introduce legislation this week that would give Congress the authority to reject foreign takeovers of American companies.

The legislation would be introduced in the House and Senate, and the two tracks of legislation will be merged into a single bill that will be introduced next week, according to Berman.

The House bill would apply to all foreign takeovers of American companies, while the Senate bill would apply only to foreign takeovers of American companies that are blocked by the president.

The House bill would apply to all foreign takeovers of American companies, while the Senate bill would apply only to foreign takeovers of American companies that are blocked by the president.
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Master debaters by JASON D WARD

Elections are a few days away and, despite the lackluster attendance, the ASBSU debates actually turned out to be a pretty good tool to help candidates get their messages and platforms out to fellow students. At least, I thought so. Here's the breakdown:

Thankfully the Presidential debate was held in attendance, Tim Flaherty and LaTisha Clark for the Team Bronco party, Robert Ormond and Brett Holdaway independent student of student parties and Pete Parsky and Holly George with the Orange Party. It was disappointing that while listening to this debate, a fellow student stopped to listen and then remarked "this is retarded" before leaving. While this attitude is disconcerting, it is somewhat expected considering 85% less than ten percent annual voter turn over.

Nonetheless, the presidential debate was colored by the topic of accountability and how many of the candidates' actions away from campus should affect decisions of voters. Students know accountability is extremely important in the current government. The ASBSU President has say in how about how $500,000 of student fees are spent with almost the same platform. Before the debate, Flaherty was seen passing students the criminal record of opposing candidate, Parsky. During the debate, Sen. Brandon Stokker did the same with copies of Flaherty's court documents. With the confusion surrounding the issue being apparent in the Arkiter forums, members of the staff listed the offensives of each candidate in the paper and online during the debate. I guess Flaherty and Stokker could have saved money on printing charges had they known about the article. When asked if they valued keeping the peace over free speech, all agreed that freedom of speech was important as long as the safety of students is observed. These issues of honesty and moral fiber are most at heart in Flaherty and Parsky's offenses. Parsky accepts full responsibility for his past actions and apologized.

Though Flaherty claims that all charges were dismissed, many are left wondering why he paid restitution for the crime. Looking at criminal records can be a way to understand a candidate, though the nature of the offense must be taken into account. Issues of integrity should be examined, but remember they'll be your college students as well as potential leaders. Do you feel the best representative for your campus? Who has had the full college experience? Many people have received tickets for underage alcohol consumption, myself included. These actions can be viewed merely as part of growing up. I again urge all students to get informed on their candidates and remember to vote on March 8.

You can make a difference in your school! Please visit www.arbiteronline.com to listen to the debate podcasts. Take ownership of your school and make a difference today.

Flaherty is the right man for the job

A candidate running for student body president needs to know his job, otherwise he or she will not be able to fix, grade or his actions, and fall in his thoughts. I've seen students in the organization with genuine ideas and agenda, but they did not have the guts to get the job done. Tim Flaherty is the right man for the job.

Thankfully the candidates Body President for the Associated Student Body of Boise State had a chance to talk about their platforms. I know what it takes to get paid and, at the end of the debate he has done it. Flaherty is the one who still wants to do the job and if he wins the election, he will make sure that every one of his ideas comes to pass. His platforms are not always glamorous nor reward- ing, it's all hard work and dedication. This person in this position needs to be someone that they can get the job done right and the right man for the job.

Flaherty not only met all the criteria for this job, but also has the skills that people still need to get their ideas across. I would recommend him to all the people that are interested in the position. This is the one who can get the job done right and the right man for the job.

College Senators' Debate

The college senator debates were an unexpected turn of events, there were still absences. It was disappointing that Robert Ford, Isac Ormond, Jeff Shank and Wilson Ryan Cooper and Bakhrum Mirkasimov. Ormond and Mirkasimov were both adamant about all bills being of benefit to students. Wilson would like to see a student on the state board and initiate a scholarship for Idaho natives who want to stay in-state for their college years. Ford spoke at length about funding involvement stating he had been attend- ing for two years and never questioned about his role in regards to the government.

Huntington passed on several questions stating he was only good about the issue to comment. When I asked who he would represent his college, Huntington stated he had "no idea"...

At-Large Senators' Debate

At the at-large senators' debate, only Jeff Shank for the 13 at-large seats turned up, but Shank did not seem to see such a low turnout. This debate was disappointing as it was disappointing as there was only one candidate, David Moltz, to have to leave for a family emergency, but I found no other reasons for the high absenteeism.

With less than ten percent turnout from students on election days, how can we at large senators hope to increase this number with almost the same low percentage out past from candidates? Perhaps it was meant to accurately represent the majority student opinion. Anyway, the candidates had nothing to offer. When asked about the other candidates' absences, Shank offered that they may not have known about the debate and that it would be their own fault for missing this. Howard stated that seeing so many empty seats was "disheartening", though if senators had to choose between class and the debates, choosing class was commendable.

Both Shank and Howard were effective communicators, though it was Shank that stood out in confidence. Clear in his messages, Howard seemed nervous and shy while answering questions. Both candidates were likable and promoted a message of tolerance for other students and beliefs.
Drill Dozer

For Dazed Meg McGinnis
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Wake up to a different roast

The college lifestyle can become quite the routine: a schedule of classes, work, homework, sleep and wake up. This itinerary can be rather dry sometimes, but there is more to lose than just the chance to see college friends. Have you ever walked into a campus coffee shop, hoping to recharge your battery for the rest of the day? One of the easy ways to do this is by visiting the Multipurpose Building. Dawson Taylor will be opening next semester.

In their enthusiasm to maintain a good startup, the 20 members of COBERC took on the responsibility and orchestrated, operated and opened this coffee shop in the lobby of the Keiser Hall called 4.0. It was the keys to drive with. They're the mechanics who will bring Dawson Taylor to campus next fall in the Multipurpose Building. Dawson Taylor will replace the Moxie Java, a coffee shop in the lobby of the Multipurpose Building. Dawson Taylor comes Dawson Taylor.

The COBERC started in Fall 2004 in lieu of the current Moxie Java statistics of years gone by. Located on the top floor of Taylor Hall, the coffee business students shared similar goals and ideas, lived together, ate together, went to class together, had weekly meetings, and received tons of feedback, passion, and suggestions, and input from undercover coffee connoisseurs.

At the end of the school year, the team had successfully organized, reorganized, sponsored, and opened a coffee shop in the lobby of the Keiser Hall called 4.0. This fall, over 20 members took on the responsibility and orchestrated the effort in Keiser Hall, still serving quality Dawson Taylor coffee.

With the necessary funding provided, the COBERC that then got the keys to drive with. This spring semester at BSU, the Ansons constructed a brand new coffee shop dedicated solely to COBERC. COBERC coffee shop may become part of students' schedules, and it is expected to open the fall semester.

The Residential College Web site: http://housing.boisestate.edu/rc/reshome.html for more information detailed on the product on a daily basis.
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In their enthusiasm to maintain a good startup, the 20 members of COBERC took on the responsibility and orchestrated, operated and opened this coffee shop in the lobby of the Keiser Hall called 4.0. It was the keys to drive with. They're the mechanics who will bring Dawson Taylor to campus next fall in the Multipurpose Building. Dawson Taylor will replace the Moxie Java, a coffee shop in the lobby of the Multipurpose Building. Dawson Taylor comes Dawson Taylor.
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He's pretty fly for a Sly guy

BY JOSLYN SALOW
Special to The Arbiter

The local artistic talent buried in black depths includes one of our own, Janet Gaytan. A 20-year-old junior attending Boise State began his artistic journey with the Student Temporary Employment Program. STEP, an organization Sly became involved with in high school, encouraged students to pursue their interests while attending college, because he gets to base his work schedule around his school schedule. In high school, Sly became involved with STEP, an organization Sly became involved with in high school, encouraging students to pursue their interests while attending college.

The STEP program allows Sly to have a job while attending college, because he gets to base his work schedule around his school schedule. Sly, then gathered several hours of recommendations and applied. Due to his ambition and artistic talent, he was awarded the application Blackbook "to help Boise's underground talent gain recognition," Sly said. At the Bureau, Sly takes on several tasks. He assists graphic illustrators as well as generates his own sketches. He crafts everything from posters, business cards, nameplates, and banners to large displays. Blackbook is a "zine" which is "a mini-magazine," Sly said. It is an "art exchange in order to develop new talent," Sly said. The STEP program onto his talent. Sly was awarded the application Blackbook "to help Boise's underground talent gain recognition," Sly said.
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Despite the flu, BSU holds off Arizona

BY TREVOR HORN
SPORTS

Boise State football coach Mike Potter says his team is still in a flu season that's worsening.

"We've been hit pretty hard," he said.

"We had a guy in yesterday who's the same as 10 out of 12 people," he added.

"We're trying to knock him out," Potter said.

Boise State had to rely on its defense to hold off Arizona, 33-27, in an NCAA Tournament game on Saturday.

The Broncos, who entered the game as a 23-point favorite, relied on their defense to keep Arizona at bay.

"We had a lot of turnovers, but we also had some great plays," Potter said.

"We had some big plays, and we had some big stops," he added.

Boise State (24-8) faces Arizona (20-12) in the West Regional semifinal on Wednesday.

"We're going to have to play really well to win," Potter said.

"We're playing against a really good team," he added.

The Broncos, who lost to Arizona in last year's regional semifinal, are hoping to avoid another upset.

"We're going to have to play better than we did in the regular season," Potter said.

"We're going to have to play well on both ends of the court," he added.

Boise State is led by senior quarterback Kellen Moore, who has led the team to a 24-8 record.

"He's a great quarterback," Potter said.

"He's a great leader," he added.

The Broncos have won 12 of their last 15 games, but they still face a tough challenge against Arizona.

"We're going to have to play really well to win," Potter said.

"We're going to have to play well on both ends of the court," he added.

The Broncos are averaging 74.8 points per game, while Arizona is averaging 67.8.

"We're going to have to play really well to win," Potter said.

"We're going to have to play well on both ends of the court," he added.

Boise State needs to improve on defense, as Arizona is averaging 76.7 points per game.
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The Broncos have a 14-2 record in conference games, while Arizona has a 12-4 record.
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"We're going to have to play well on both ends of the court," he added.

Boise State is 3-3 in road games, while Arizona is 6-0 at home.
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"We're going to have to play well on both ends of the court," he added.

The Broncos have a chance to win the WAC title if they can get past Arizona.
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The Broncos need to improve on defense, as Arizona is averaging 76.7 points per game.
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Boise State needs to improve on defense, as Arizona is averaging 76.7 points per game. 
**Gymnast victories in last home meet**

**ARTIBER SPORTS STAFF**

The Boise State gymnastics team won a competitive duel Sunday, defeating Sacramento State 194.5 to 193.2 in front of 1,141 fans in the Taco Bell Arena.

The Broncos honored seniors Cuaresma and Dinsmore with flowers and scrapbooks after the meet.

In the first rotation of the evening, Boise State scored a season high 48.6 on the floor while Sacramento State scored 48.5 on bars, with three 9.75 performances (Casey Kinghorn, Abriana Tornatore and Amber Rago). Boise State's senior Kara Cuaresma scored a season high 9.85 on bars.

The third rotation had Boise State on beam and Sacramento State on floor. The Broncos struggled and had to count two falls for a 47.625. Boise State's Jacob had the team with a 6.66. Junior Kristen Ahldef and Wade added 8.75. Sacramento State had a strong floor exercise with 46.875, by Maria Rosell's 9.875 and Tiffany Rau's 9.85.

In the fourth rotation, it was Sacramento State's turn to struggle on beam as they scored 47.25, led by McShane's 9.825. The Broncos scored a season high 9.6 on floor as sisters Cuaresma scored a 9.625 and Dinsmore scored 9.875.

Jacob won the all-around with a season and career high 9.775. Cuaresma was scored with 9.83.

"This was a great send-off for all our seniors who hit their routine where we really needed them," Boise State head coach Sonya Bussard said. "And Taylor Jacob had a 9.9, junior Lindsay Ward an 8.11.5, and freshman Amber Basgall. Boise State's senior Kea Patton had a 9.775. Sacramento State had a strong floor exercise with 46.875, by Maria Rosell's 9.875 and Tiffany Rau's 9.85.
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Broncos to play Hawaii, Thompson named to all-fresh team

Jessica Thompson was named to the all-fresh team for the first time since the 1999-00 season. Hessing in 2004 and Tasha Harris was named to the team last season.

Hessing led the Broncos with 13 points and four rebounds. Mitchell決めed added 18 points, four rebounds and three steals. Thelma Page had two points.

Fazekas averaged a WAC-best 23 points per game and was second in rebounding with 10boards per game. Nevada has had the Player of the Year in the last three years with Nick Fazekas, Nevada, F, 6-11, 230, Jr., Harlem, N.Y. (Lamar CC) and Ahmond Gueye, Hawai‘i, F, 6-8, 220, Jr., Dakar, Senegal (Salt Lake CC).

The All-WAC second-teamers included: Nick Fazekas, Nevada, F, 6-11, 230, Jr., Harlem, N.Y. (Lamar CC); Ahmond Gueye, Hawai‘i, F, 6-8, 220, Jr., Dakar, Senegal (Salt Lake CC); Matt Litjens, Hawai‘i, G, 6-5, 190, Jr., Racine, Wis. (Westview College); Eljiah Ingram, New Mexico State, F, 6-7, 205, Jr., East Orange, N.J. (Millersville); Tonye Nnanna, New Mexico State, F, 6-9, 210, Sr., Ibadan, Nigeria (Texas Christian University).

Freshman of the Year: Dominic Waters, Hawai‘i, G, 6-1, 160, Portland, Ore. (Grant HS)

Nate Harris, Utah State, F, 6-7, 225, Sr., Smithfield, Utah (Sky View HS)

Kenny Wilson said. Wilson also against Idaho. "I'm going to get them all. And he started chasing them and it's hard to score and he was just dominating the game the same."
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FREE PAIR FLOW GLOVES (PURCHASE FREE 4 FTNT OR AK SKIS)

1999 Chevy LS 5.7 L V8 Ray Car, 29,000 mi. AC, Mass, Bucket seat, Notion Trim, 24 MPG $3,450. 603-526-6041.

1986 Toyota Corolla 4 dr. 93,000 mi. 208-629-6641

1987 Ford F250 2 dr. $1500 obo. 208-629-6544 Garden City

2006 Subaru Impreza Outback Wagon $22,000. Call 208-384-8644

10-14 Guest house in Eagle. New Tires! 24 MPG

FREE HIGH SPEED INTERNET
FOR DETAILS, CALL SERGEANT SCHOFER (April 20-May 21)
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Here's the story...

The Arbiter's guide to the '06- '07 ASBSU elections
Why are you running for the ASBSU presidency?
LaTisha and I ran for ASBSU because we saw the need for real student leadership on campus. We have always stood up for students and will continue to put the interests of the student body first. You can read more about our team at www.gobroncos.org

What are the main objectives of your campaign?
I would say our number one objective is to win so that we have an opportunity to serve the needs of students.

Your term is limited to the academic year. What do you hope to accomplish from next September to May?
1. We will be starting right away to work on our agenda. The swearing in of candidates is on the 22nd of March and we will get right to work. Most of our platform points are issues that LaTisha and I have been working on for months; we consider them to be of the utmost importance.
2. We will encourage Math 108 reform.
3. We will stop the +/- grading system from going into effect.
4. We will stop the issuing of parking tickets after 5pm and on weekends.
5. We will work with the administration to keep fees increases low.
6. We will support student athletics and student involvement on campus.
7. We will bring back Free Pick-a-Prof.com to all students.
8. You can learn more about our platform at www.gobroncos.org

Approximately 10 percent of the BSU population votes in the ASBSU elections. Despite this, do you feel that you would be a good representation of the student body?

YES. LaTisha and I have done everything possible to encourage people to vote in this election and we hope that students will respond by getting out on March 8th and 9th to vote for Team Bronco!

Why should students vote for you?
Students should vote for us because we will work the hardest for them and we will accomplish the most for them in the coming year. Students should vote for us because we have good ideas and have set goals that are attainable and that will help students and make Boise State a better university.

What's more important to you? Free speech or keeping the peace?
Free speech is more important. We must be able to express ourselves freely if we want to live in a free society.

Do you feel that ASBSU members should be held accountable for their behavior on and off campus?
We think that student leaders should be held to the same standards for the quality of education. We will work with the Faculty Senate to establish higher standards for the quality of education. We will work with the Health and Wellness Center to establish better options for student health insurance and implement those options as quickly as possible. We look forward to accomplishing these goals while also being open to any additional student body needs.

Approximately 10 percent of the BSU population votes in the ASBSU elections. Despite this, do you feel that you would be a good representation of the student body?

We are a good representation of the student body because we can relate to the average student's life. We have both been students at Boise State for several years, part of which single and part married. We have lived the life of a traditional student and also a non-traditional student. We have experienced the difficulties of working through school and paying student fees. We have had to balance school, work, family, and social life. These are continual challenges of the average student. Through experiencing these and other challenges we feel we can understand and relate to the average student and therefore accurately represent the student body.

Why should students vote for you?
Students should vote for us because they know what they are getting. We don't have to cater to a party or organization. When elected we won't have obligations to anyone other than the students. We have clearly stated in our platform what our objectives are. We will bring passion, energy, and integrity to the most important issues facing Boise State Students: open and efficient government, quality of education, and student health insurance.

What's more important to you? Free speech or keeping the peace?
Free speech 100%.

Do you feel that ASBSU members should be held accountable for their behavior on and off campus?
Yes, of course. All leaders are held to a higher standard. That is why they are leaders.

How will you ensure that student dollars will go to their budgeted purposes?
By budgeting conservatory and leaving all money not precisely budgeted for in ASBSU contingency which can be used with a 2/3 majority.

Who's your favorite band/singer?
Metallica, The Used

What's your favorite movie?
Rory O'Shay Was Here, A League of their Own

What's been your toughest class at BSU?
Calculus, Business Statistics

See Flaherty/Clark (page 3)
Flaherty/Clark
(from page 2)

standard that every other student is held to; no more, no less.
How will you ensure that student dollars will go to their budgeted purposes?
We will write a budget and stick to it to ensure that ASBSU funds are spent appropriately. Outside ASBSU we will work with the various university committees to hold the administration accountable for how they spend student dollars. We need to work.
Who's your favorite band/singer?
Rolling Stones
What's your favorite movie?
Elf, and of course anything else with Will Ferrell.
What's have been your toughest class at BSU?
By far my Stats class has been the toughest.

Ormond/Holdaway
(from page 2)

An answer to this question requires a context. As a participant in student media on campus Rob feels free speech is essential to university function. It is when speech from individuals creates an environment physically disruptive to education that keeping the peace takes priority.
Do you feel that ASBSU members should be held accountable for their behavior on and off campus?
We strongly feel that ASBSU members should be held accountable for their actions on and off campus, because anything else would be duplicitious. A person's character is made up of all that he or she does, not just the things that are seen by others. Students should trust those who they elect.
How will you ensure that student dollars will go to their budgeted purposes?
As the presidency we will aid in the formation of a significant portion of the budget and play a key role in the allocation of those funds. Through these responsibilities we will be able to ensure that student dollars will go to their budgeted purposes. Under our administration information regarding student fees will be readily available through the ASBSU web site. Additionally, we will provide accounting information during our state of the Student body addresses. Open government is the key.

Regent/Orman/Whiteley
(from page 2)

GET PAID TO NETWORK WITH ALUMNI!!!

Do you want to perfect your marketing and communication skills?
Gain experience in fund-raising?

Join Boise State University's Phon-A-Thon team!
Student callers are needed to contact Boise State alumni and friends during the month of April to raise money in support of BSU.

Work for the University Phon-A-Thon and earn the following:

$6.50 per hour paid training prizes future job references
marketable skills make new friends!

Download an application at http://foundation.boisestate.edu/about/index.shtml or contact James Brownson (426-2649, jamesbrownson@boisestate.edu) for more info.
**ASBSU At-large Senate Candidates**

**AMY ORTMANN**  
Spring, Texas  
Major: Health Science Studies

Why are you running for ASBSU? I want to increase student involvement on campus, and help enhance students' overall experiences at Boise State.  

Why should students vote for you? I would fight for the students, I would listen to what the students have to say, not just what the administration wants to say.  

**TREVOR BOSCH**  
Cumming, Ga.  
Major: Criminal Justice Administration

Why are you running for ASBSU? I want to be a part of an organization that makes a difference at Boise State.  

Why should students vote for you? I want to make the absolute best of everything because life is so incredibly short. I am an approachable, driven and caring person, and wish to be a public servant for the rest of my life.  

**JUSTIN SHANK**  
Fruitland, Idaho  
Major: Political Science

Why are you running for ASBSU? I love helping the students and this university. I want ASBSU to be the strong, accurate voice of the students. I have learned that involvement of all students, especially in student government, is key to the happiness and soul of this campus, and I want my fellow residents and students to shine. I have already served as a Senator At-Large and want to continue my work.  

Why should students vote for you? Because I love this university, and I have the best interests for this institution and its students at heart. I am easily approachable and will give you answers to your questions to the best of my ability. I am an 18-year-old freshman and feel I can represent the younger students on campus effectively. Otherwise, I am just your normal student, and anything that affects you, affects me.  

**SIERRA EDGAR**  
Salmon, Idaho  
Major: Technically Health Science (Will be Poli. Sci. very soon)

Why are you running for ASBSU? I see a great potential in ASBSU and in all the students attending, and would be thrilled to have the opportunity to represent all that is ASBSU.  

Why should students vote for you? I am not in this for an ego boost, or to put the experience on my resume, although I am sure that they go with the territory. I am running because of my profound care and concern for student rights, and citizens rights in general. I would like to see all students get the most quality education possible, in an environment that not only is safe for their autonomy, but also nurtures it. How can we maximize the time that we have at ASBSU? This is my focus. A reminder to all students: VOTE VOTE VOTE (not just for me, but do it because you can) Who’s your favorite band/singer? Led Zeppelin, no contest.  

**CYNDI BLUE**  
Tucson, Ariz.  
Major: Political Science

Why are you running for ASBSU? Idaho and it’s future are very important to me, not only as a resident but, as a mother of four. I have chosen a degree that will help me be in a position to make a difference in this community after graduation. I want to begin making a difference now, the best place to start is right here at ASBSU.  

Why should students vote for you? I am not in this for an ego boost, or to put the experience on my resume, although I am sure that they go with the territory. I am running because of my profound care and concern for student rights, and citizens rights in general. I would like to see all students get the most quality education possible, in an environment that not only is safe for their autonomy, but also nurtures it. How can we maximize the time that we have at ASBSU? This is my focus. A reminder to all students: VOTE VOTE VOTE (not just for me, but do it because you can) Who’s your favorite band/singer? LED ZEPPELIN, no contest.  

**JONATHAN SAWMILLER**  
Greenleaf, Idaho  
Major: English Writing

Why are you running for ASBSU? A significant portion of the student body at ASBSU holds conservative beliefs and values, and these students deserve representation. I believe that my experience and involvement with the administration of student organizations at two different colleges qualifies me to be that representative. I believe that my experience and involvement with the administration of student organizations at two different colleges qualifies me to be that representative. I believe that my experience and involvement with the administration of student organizations at two different colleges qualifies me to be that representative.  

Why should students vote for you? I am not here to be the most popular girl on campus, I will not tell a bunch of hype up statements to make others look bad, I am here for the future of ASBSU. I want ASBSU to be greater than it is today, I want students to feel safer, and I will work hard to see all that can get done.  

**CRAG HOWARD**  
Idaho Falls, Idaho  
Major: Marketing

Why are you running for ASBSU? To make changes that will benefit all students here at Boise State.  

Why should students vote for you? If students have issues with the math program and the impeding +/- system as well as other concerns, then they should vote for me.  

**TERRY GORSETH**  
Fayetteville, N.C.  
Major: Electrical Engineering

Why are you running for ASBSU? I am running for ASBSU for several reasons. My first reason is because I believe I can make a difference on campus. The best way I can think of is go straight to the source. Another reason I am running is because I want to use my leadership experience as a Resident Advisor to actively voice the concerns of the students. I interact with several hundred students on a weekly basis and I am provided with valuable input towards addressing their concerns. Why should students vote for you? I represent them. I live on-campus, I eat the same food and I experience the same issues that they do. A vote for me would be the same as a vote for themselves.  

Who’s your favorite band/singer? David Grey or Lenny Kravitz, depends on my mood.  

**TREVOR ALTERS**  
Denver, Colo.  
Major: Psychology

Why are you running for ASBSU? To improve Student Health Insurance, and to ensure that student funds are being used for the benefit of ALL BSU students. Just say no to special interest groups. Why should students vote for you? I am not here to tell you what to do. I am here to represent you. I will ensure that your money will be used to improve YOUR BOISE STATE.  


**Who’s your favorite movie? The Incredibles and Catch Me If You Can**
Political parties compete in ASBSU election

BY EMMY POITEVIN
& MICAH MCLAUGHLIN
News Writers

This spring's Associated Students of Boise State University elections have produced some confusion among students regarding ASBSU parties.

While last year saw the birth of the Orange Party, two additional parties have appeared in this year's ASBSU elections: Team Bronco and the Original Orange Party. However, the Orange Party no longer has a presence due to the fact that they have no sponsored candidates. This is because what was last year's Orange Party is now the Original Orange Party.

Current ASBSU President Joe Holladay ran with the Orange Party in last spring's ASBSU election. All 14 Orange Party candidates were elected for the 2005-06 academic year.

According to Holladay, the title and purpose of the Orange Party was taken when Tim Flaherty, former ASBSU Chief of Staff, created a club using the same name.

Sen. Antonio Bommarito and Flaherty made the Orange Party an officially recognized club in November 2005. Wyatt Parke and Joe Holladay started the Original Orange Party in January 2006. Bommarito called the differences between the two organizations petty.

"It is drama comparative to high school," Bommarito said. However, Holladay said the Orange Party went beyond his original intentions.

The Original Orange Party was never really meant to be a club," said Holladay. "It was just a group of students who just cared about student government, wanted to bring a more diverse perspective onto campus, and increase student involvement. We didn't even have the same platforms."

In response to this, Tim Flaherty said he spoke with Holladay in October about creating the Orange Party as an official organization recognized by BSU. According to Flaherty, he filed the paperwork.

"I never tried to steal anything from Joe," Flaherty said.

Team Bronco is an entirely new party on campus this spring created in response to the Original Orange Party establishment, according to Flaherty.

Headed by ASBSU presidential candidacy team Flaherty/Clark, the Team Bronco party is running in competition to the Original Orange Party.

Clark ran last year with the Orange Party, but is now promoting Team Bronco.

"Our sole goal with starting the Team Bronco party this year was to give students a choice," said Dane Johns, Team Bronco's campaign manager. Johns is Driscoll and Reiser Hall's council president.

"In years past it's been the Orange Party or no party at all," Johns said. "We were really hoping to spread that out and make the elections more like a real world election."

According to Johns, "The goal of a party is to get as many of your party elected as possible," and that all of the Team Bronco members have come to an agreement in regard to the platform points of the party. However, Johns said that "Team Bronco would never ask one of its members to back off of a personal conviction."

Johns also said that he hopes both parties continue to exist and that he wants to make student government more like the real government.

Holladay said running with a group of students with similar ideas and goals made things easier when he successfully ran for ASBSU president in 2005. He credited the party system with allowing students to pool their resources in addition to pooling the different voting parties throughout campus.

However, none of the candidacy teams have espoused total loyalty to the party system. At the presidential debate held last Thursday, candidates Robert Ormond and Britton Holdaway said "political parties don't have a place on campus. We need to stay away from political parties."

In addition, presidential candidacy teams Flaherty/Clark, who feel that parties help with voting, and Wyatt Park/Molly George both said that once they were elected, party lines would disappear and they would vote for the good of the students.

"After the election, political parties will end," said Parke during the debate. They said everyone will be equal and won't vote along party lines and will vote for the betterment of the students.

More than Spreading Mayo! Come get a fun job!

Now Hiring At All Locations.

Respiratory Care

Respiratory Care Provides a professional career in a growing health care field.

Respiratory Therapists evaluate and treat patients with breathing problems in a variety of settings including hospital intensive care units, general wards, rehabilitation and home care.

Therapists work with all patient age groups from premature infants to the elderly.

To investigate opportunities, please visit the Department of Respiratory Care website at https://resphcr.boisestate.edu or call (208) 426-3383.
IS YOUR
BIRTH CONTROL
PROVIDING
THE BEST PROTECTION?

If you are a 18-40 years of age and a sexually active female, you may be eligible to participate in a clinical research study of an investigational Birth Control medication. Participants will receive study medication, study related exams and compensation up to $250 for time and travel.

Call Mon-Fri for more information
208.377.7930
6565 West Emerald
Boise, ID

Why your best self-employment opportunity might involve some teamwork.

As a Financial Representative of the Northwestern Mutual Financial Network, you'll be in business for yourself, but not by yourself. You'll work with a network of specialists to help clients achieve their financial goals. You'll help clients build and preserve wealth. And you'll become a trusted financial confidant—known for your expert guidance and innovative solutions. We offer a proven training program and unlimited income potential.

Call Meghan Bailey today to arrange a no-obligation meeting.

To measure your self-employment potential, visit www.nmfn.com/ricegroup and look for the Self-Employment Screen or call our local office.

Internships also available
Meghan Bailey
Director of Client Relations and Recruiter
The Rice Group
1555 Shoreline Drive, Suite 210
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 383-0210
meghan.bailey@nmfn.com

Northwestern Mutual FINANCIAL NETWORK*
The Quiet Company*

ASBSU College Senate Candidates

RYAN COOPER
Meridian, Idaho
Major: Double: Pre-Med/Biology minor, Accounting-Finance/Marketing Minor

Why are you running for ASBSU? My goals for this position include providing insight in financial and promotional/public relation matters, and helping to ensure that positive decisions are made and policies implemented for the benefit of all students of Boise State University. I would like to be involved in budgeting, to ensure that as many funds as possible be distributed directly for either student use or student benefit. I would also like to promote ASBSU and deserving student organizations. As a student of Boise State University for three years, I have watched the operation of ASBSU from within and from afar, both agreeing and disagreeing with certain decisions, actions, and policies. However, I couldn’t be more proud to serve with the organizational body that is ultimately responsible and accountable to the campus community for the betterment of education and campus life.

If you are running as a college senator, how will you contribute to your college?

KATIE JO RUPERT
Boise/Kuna, Idaho
Major: Art Education

Why are you running for ASBSU? I am running for ASBSU because I believe that I still have a lot to give to BSU. I want to improve student involvement, help develop a community, and most importantly be available for students to have someone to talk to. I am a hard worker who believes in the betterment of the students.

If you are running as a college senator, how will you contribute to your college?

I will provide the voice for the students of Health Sciences in ASBSU and throughout the University. I am interested in filling this role for one primary reason: to become more involved with the organization, support, and promotion of student involvement from the College of Health Sciences in activities on the Boise State campus and throughout the community.

Why should students vote for you? I feel that I have valuable experiences and real-world training in the areas of marketing, public relations, and financial issues that I could bring to ASBSU. I am currently employed by a Real Estate and Development Company, which has allowed me to more accurately assess the costs and benefits associated with community and business involvement and activities, and it has given me a practical point-of-view and outlook to how organizational decisions really work. Simply put, I’m trained to get things done!

Who’s your favorite band/singer? Metallica
What’s your favorite movie? The Lord of the Rings
What has been your toughest class at BSU? Organic Chemistry

Who’s your favorite band/singer? Simple Plan
What’s your favorite movie? Not sure, TV show FRIENDS
What’s have been your toughest class at BSU? Math 143
Why are you running for ASBSU?
The job of a student leader is to represent and defend the best interests of all students at Boise State. I think I have the experience, the cognitive skills and problem solving attitude to be an effective leader. There is a lot of growth happening at this university, but it must be sustainable. In essence, we (student leaders) cannot allow the cost of expanding programs to make Boise State unaffordable to current and future students. Being a major university of distinction is great, but not at the cost of pricing most Idaho families and students out of attendance.

If you are running as a college senator, how will you contribute to your college?
I am planning to start a journal reviewing the student work from the College of Education. This could be sent out the district superintendents and school principles; this demonstrates the high degree of professionalism of student teachers at Boise State and is another star on the resume for those who publish.

I am working to standardize advising in the college. The largest complaint I hear from Education majors is the substandard advising process. You should be able to get the same plan for graduation, for your particular situation, from an advisor you see. This does not happen now.

I am developing board consisting of representatives from all departments in the College of Education that will open discussion about education as a whole.

Teachers must not be myopic, seeing only their own particular field of study, education is an integrated whole. 4. Something must be done about the poor quality study areas in the Education building. I want to take a comprehensive look at the study areas and work to significantly improve and expand them.

Why should students vote for you?
1. I will keep Boise State affordable by maintaining sustainable growth. We do not have to have great expense or a great university; we can accomplish the same at the same time.
2. In my particular college I will increase opportunity for publication and professional development. Increasing communication between departments and perhaps developing a directed readings lecture series are on my agenda.
3. The plus/minus system must be stopped. I will oppose all efforts at making it policy.
4. Most importantly, I will be a strong advocate for all students in Boise State University at ASBSU senate. Part of my responsibility will be to take student interests to the Idaho state House and speak to both houses concerning university issues.

Who's your favorite band/singer?
Miles Davis (Birth of the Cool) and The Dave Matthews Band.

What's your favorite movie?
Monty Python's Holy Grail.

Who's been your toughest class at BSU?
Chemistry.
2006 Career/Job Fair
Student Union Jordan Ballroom

Tuesday
March 14th
9:00-3:00

Learn About
- Employers & Careers
- Internships
- Full-time & Part-time Jobs
- Summer & Temporary Jobs
- Career Opportunities

For a complete listing of representatives go to:
http://career.boisestate.edu

Hosted by the career center

(208) 426-1747  http://career.boisestate.edu